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Amazing work by Aiyana and Drew in
Anderson. Learning about electrons and
bonding in science

Wonderful work from Mason and Freddy in
maths this week, they have been working
extremely hard Millie’s amazing zentangle flower!
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Caiden is reading three books in every
library lesson!
He is reading at the top of his range and smashing his quizzes!

Ethan’s excellent English!
Ethan really challenged himself during a comprehension task
this week and I was so proud of his hard work and effort. Well
done!

Great Geography work!
Rosie completed some amazing work in Geography this week. I
especially liked her �ags. Well done Rosie!
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PE
Well done Ryan completing the task, comparing prices of
equipment needed for sport

PSHE - recognising emotions
Great work from Grace, Ellie and Paige completing their work in
their pshe lesson, Paige’s emojis here are brilliant  

Turing
Excellent work and behaviour in English on Thursday! Well done
and keep it up!

Turing
Ellie and Ryan showed that they can understand the structure of
a story by writing the middle and making it relevant. Well done!
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Storey
Learning the difference between informal and formal letter
writing. Fantastic effort!

Anderson
Some wonderful creative work going on in Anderson, making the
ending of a story relate to the beginning.
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Newton's Computer Science
In Newton's computer science lessons we have been building
apps to be used on mobile devices. This week we started to build
a maths game. Well done to Joe, Ollie, Riley, Bobby and Liam who
have been working hard.

Awesome Anderson
Anderson have been learning how to use �ow charts to plan and
guide programming in GCSE computer science. Well done Jack,
Mason, Shaye, Drew, Nathan and Louis

Daley
Daley have been looking at the ages of trees and tree lines. Well
done to Ethan and Lacey in particular!

Parks - Maths
Logan worked on 5-digit addition this week and also created
his own 10-digit sums.
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Parks - ASDAN
The pupils compared the prices of various products from two
different supermarkets. Well done Ruby, Seb and Logan.

Parks - Art
Parks created their own version of The Starry Night by Van
Gogh using mark making. Great work by Fin, Ruby and Adam.

Curie learning maths through cooking
Leo, Taylor, Will and Caiden learned about fractions, weights and
measures in their cooking lesson. They also learned how to use
the food processors to cream sugar and butter. They’re doing
amazingly in BTec cooking!
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Maths
Excellent work from Leon! � 

Maths
Amazing work from Jaimi L on how pie charts! 

Tommy
Fantastic reading from Tommy. 

Maths
Jack C is completing hours of extra work at home each week.
Well done! 
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Amazing work from Lewis in Watson
partitioning numbers up to 1,000,000. He
worked exceptionally hard

Brilliant work from Lilly in Watson looking at
colour and line and recreating a Van Gogh
portrait

Well done to Lilly in Watson who inferred
how the character is thinking and feeling
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Wonderful work from Yasin looking at
describing character and setting

Amazing Geography knowledge from Lloyd, Wesley and Abby in
todays lesson. Well done for naming so many different countries.

Well done to the Banksy members who
visited Wepre Park today. They were all able
to describe how they were SAFE READY &
RESPECTFUL �

Cam M GCSE Observational Drawing
Well done to Cam for his �rst set of observational drawings. He
has worked hard to capture the shape and form of the skull and
added a colourful ink application 
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Ryan GCSE Art
Ryan has completed the amazing sketch for his GCSE Art
project. 

Well done to Kaden for stepping outside his comfort zone and
smashing the climbing on Monday! Absolutely brilliant �

Great work!
Well done to Olly for his fantastic maths work this week.

Well done!
Excellent work from Joe in maths this week.
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GCSE Art

Amazing (vegan) sausage rolls by Hamilton

Science museum
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